Manage Your Business at an

Affordable Price with SaaS from InTempo Core
Do you feel your operation is too small to justify the cost of a full
rental software solution? Or, do you want to avoid dealing with system
administrator chores, making daily backups, and installing new software
versions? With Core’s SaaS solution, there is no need to buy, administer
or maintain a server, or purchase a perpetual software license.
Integrate your business operations onto a single technology platform.

 Process Transactions with Flexibility

 Control Security Settings

Transaction flexibility allows for processing in any

Administer security controls with ease by setting privileges

sequence. Whether it’s by rental period, inventory

according to employee’s roles in the company.

information or customer information, there is no
predefined or mandatory process. Efficiently process

 Get Insights into Your Business

quotes, reservations, contracts, invoices, purchase orders

Core comes standard with dozens of the most common

and work orders.

and useful management reports as well as customized
versions of reports to help you utilize your information.

 Manage Your Database
Define elements like rate structures, accounting
relationships, product classes, depreciation and other
attributes. Taking advantage of Windows® and Cache®
object technology, Core’s SaaS solution delivers complete
data management. Utilize customer-specific pricing and



Key Benefits
 Save up to $10,000 in upfront costs
 Achieve the maximum benefit of a rental software 		

transaction printing formats.

		

Manage Accounts Receivable

		

Record collection activity and view customer payment
commitments historically, review and/or modify prior
payments applications, and view a graph of historical
“days to pay.” Receive warnings when writing transactions if
a customer’s payment is delinquent or balance is over limit.
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solution with minimum investment

 Eliminate large upfront cash outlays that come with
minimal investment

 Remove the need for an onsite server. We have the 		
		

responsibility for administering the whole system

 Significantly reduce the payback period of investing
		

in an onsite solution

User-Friendly Contract Screen

WE ARE INTEMPO

The user-friendly contract screen resembles a familiar,
printed invoice. As you move the cursor over the

Built on a foundation with

screen, the areas you point to automatically change
color, making them easy to identify and select. View a

decades of experience,

selected area in detail by clicking on it.

InTempo delivers the right

Inventory Availability Screen
View inventory availability in graph form by date
range and zoom in for a closer look at shortages

rental management software
and unrivaled customer

and transaction details. This screen also displays
optimizations, quotations, delinquent returns and

service to independent

other impacts on availability, all of which represent
opportunities to avoid missed rentals.

Minimal System Requirements
Under Core’s SaaS solution, your data resides on an

rental businesses across
equipment, tool, event and
specialty markets.

InTempo server so all you need is a standard PC or thin
client with internet connection and Remote Desktop.
We take care of the rest.
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